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Over the past few years, several approaches have been proposed to aesist in the ee.rly diagnosis of
Alzheimer's disease (AD) and its prodromaJ stage of mild cognitive imp&irm.ent (MCI). Using multim.odal biomarkers for this high-dimensional classification problem, the widely used algorithms include
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Sparse Representation-based claasificatian (SRC), Deep Belief Networks (DBN) and Random Forest (RF). These widely used algorithms continue to yield unsa.tisfactory
performance for delineating the MCI participant.a from the cognitively normal control (CN) group. A
novel Gaussian cilscrimina.nt a.n.alysiB-based algorithm is thus introduced to achieve a more effective
and accurate clM!!ificat ion performance tha:o the aforementioned state-<>f-the-art algorithms. This study
makM use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data uniquely as input t-0 two separate high-dimensional
decision spaces that reflect the structural measures of the two brain hemispheres. The dat& used include
190 CN, 305 MCI and 133 AD subjects as part of the AD Big Data DREAM Challenge #1. Using 80%
data for a 10-fold croa&-validation, the proposed algoritbm achieved an average Fl acore of 95.89% and
an accuracy of 96.543 for discriminating AD from CN; and more importantly, an average Fl score of
92.08% and an aocuracy of 90.26% for cliscriminating MCI from CN. Then, a true test was implemented.
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on the remaining 203 held-out test data. For discriminating MCI from CN, an accuracy of 80.61%, a
se!lBitivi.ty of 81.973 and a specificity of 78.383 were obtained. These results show significant improvemeot over existing algorithms for discriminating the subtle differences between MCI participants and the
CN group.

Keywords: Gaussian discrimill&Dt analysis; mild cognitive impairment; Alzheimer's disease; machine
learning; claseification algorithms; computer-aided diagnosis.

1. Introduction
According to the National Institute on Aging (NIA),
before memory loss and other cognitive impairments
can be observed as evidence for Alzheimer's Disease (AD), subtle changes to the brain have already
started for a decade or more.III Although there is still
no known cure for the disease, alleviation of specific
symptoms is possible through treatment for some
patients in the early or middle stages of AD ~ Thus,
accurate diagnosis of its prodroma.1 stage, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), with a high risk to convert
to AD is essentially important as means to facilitate
planning for early intervention and treatment !ill
Multiple modalities of bioma.rkers have been
found to be significantly sensitive in assessing
the progression of AD. These include structural magnetic resone.nce imaging (MRI) ~
positron emission tomography (PET) µarn:I cerebrospinal fluid ( CSF) )6 113 1141electroencephalographic
(EEG) rhythms~ and magnetoencephalography
(MEG) !.21I2lll Using these modalities of biomarkers
a.nd taking advantage of advances made in the development of machine learning and deep learning algorithms over the past few yea.rs, several approaches
have been proposed to assist in the early diagnosis of MCI.~ Since it does not matter
which modality or modalities of biomarkers are used,
there will always be multiple variabl.ea for predicting
the progression of the disease, which ultimately can
be generalized as a high-dimension.e.I classifice.tion
problem.
CWTently, many machine learning and deep
learning algorithms capable of dealing with highdimensional data have been applied to classification and regression analysis in the context of disease diagnosis and transition predictions. The more
notable of these types of algorithms a.re Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Sparse
Representation-based classification SRC), and Deep
Belief Networks (DBN) .4 7 9 11 13 29 3 1 Among these

state-of-the-art algorithms, SVM continues to be one
of the most widely used for the classification of AD
and its prodromal stages. But SVM still faces serious challenges, especially in the selection of the kernel function para.meters for nonlinear problems, even
under the so-called kernel trick, which remain essentially difficult to overcome in view of the high variance in the ma.in features that define the disease. In
particular, for discriminating MCI from elderly cognitively normal control group (CN), the classification
performance of SVM remains insufficient, re.nging
between 793 and 833 in accuracy, and the sensitivity is substantially lower than that for AD versus CN
(the easiest two groups to separate) and even not significantly better than chance.l4 lsl9 l29I Although many
of the state-of-the-art strategies and techniques continue t.o advance our understanding of AD, there
remain many challenges in the different experimental stages at detenmning more conclusive evidence
for the accurate diagnosis and classification of AD,
as expressed in studies!JiilJII
As a. way to overcome such challenges, this study
develops a machine learning classification algorithm
based on the Gaussian discrimine.nt e.nalysis (GDA),
introducing the use of dual decision.e.I spaces, one
for each hemisphere. Among those modalities, structural MRI is currently widely used for analyzing the
gradual progression of atrophy patterns in key brain
regions~ therefore, this study makes use of structural MRI as the unique input. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first to apply GDA to
the diagnosis of ON versus MCI, with the CN versus AD classification results included here only for
comparative purposes.

2. Methodology
Several software pipelines a.re used to preprocess the
raw MRI data as a first step. After the pre-processing
step, morphometric (shape) data are derived from
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the images, including eh.ape measur~ of all 25
labeled cortical regions. Then, & noise detection procedure and a feature selection method baeed on the
analysis of variance (AN OVA) a.re deployed to determine the statistkal significance of each variable in
the claaeification outcome. Then, a GDA-baeed classifier applied on the dual decision spares is proposed
for solving the boundaries between any two different
groups of subjects (i.e. CN versus MCI, CN versus
AD, and MCI versus AD). The general framework of
the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. ID

2.1.

Subjects

The data used in preparation of this study were
obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI) data.base, 88 part of the ADNil:
Complete 1Yr 1.5T collection a.nd their assessments
at baaeline, which includes 628 individuale (190 CN,
305 MCI, and 133 AD) ~ The ADNI was launched
in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial
MRI, PET, ot her biological markers, and clinical and
neuropeycbological 888e88ments can be combined to
measure the progression of MCI a.nd early AD. The
primary phenotype is a diagnostic group and MMSE.
All source imaging data consisted of 1.5 Tesla Tlwei.ghted MRI volumes in the Nlfl'I (nii.gz) format.
Summary statistics and patient counts are listed in
Table Ill

Orfllnal MRI data
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2.2. MRI data pre-proce11sing
Using three neuroimaging eoaware pipelines FreeSurfer ,rm Advanced Normalization 'lbols
(ANTs)FIID and Mindboggle,rnrl - the origin.eJ MRI
data were preprocessed following the instruction provided by Alzheimer's Disease Big Data DREAM
Challenge #1 .fill Tables of morphometric data were
derived from the images using the following seven
shape measures for all 25 FreeSurfer labeled cortical regions for both lea a.nd right hemispheres of the
brain: (1) 8UI'face area; (2) travel depth; (3) geodesic
depth; (4) mean curvature; (5) convexity; (6) thickness; and (7) volume. FreeSurfer pipeline (version
5.3) was applied to all Tl-weighted images to generate labeled cortical surfaces and labeled cortical and
noncortical volumes. 'Thmpla.~ and atlases used by

!00 '_• .

'

t

Test the obtained dual decision
spaces using held-out data

tJ

1

J

Fig. 1. General framework of the GD A-based dual bighdimensiooal decision spaces.

ANTs and Mindboggle can be found on the Mindboggle websitej;OO

2.3.

Noiae detection

The aforementioned preprocessed MRI data of the
25 labeled cortical regions were used to generate two
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Tuble 1. Summary statistiCtJ of subjects.
Mean± SD

Group

Patient
numbers

MMSE

Age

Years of edu.

Male%

CN
MCI
AD
Total

190
305
133
628

29.1±1.0
27.0±1.8
23.5±1.9
26.9±2.6

75.9±5.1
74.9±7.l
74.8±7.6
75.2±6.7

16.1±2.7
15.7±3.0
14.7±3.1
15.6±3.0

51.6
64.9
51.1
58.0

Female

3

48.4
35.1
48.9
42.0

NoU8: CN: cognitively normal control, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, AD:
Alzheimer's disease, MMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination, SD: standard
deviation.

175-variable (7 x 25) vector discriminators, for ea.ch
subject (i.e. one 175-variable vector per hemisphere).
This study reveals that separating the variables for
each hemisphere of the brain yields a better ~
sifi.cation performance than processing all features
together, with details in support of this assertion
provided in the reault.s section. AB for the few su~
jects whose vector discriminator involved atypical
variables, for example, some regions having measurements of some areas to be zero, these subjects were
removed from further investigation.

2.4. Feature 11election
By the final stage of AD, brain tissue has atrophied significantly, so all shape meaauree mentioned
above could have changed as well. Some of the su~
tle changes initially appear to take p~ in some
specific areas of the brain, so determination of the
key changed regions of interest (ROTu) can help to
discriminate more specifically MCI from CN.
2.4.1.

ANOVA ranking

AIJ. ANOVA was carried out on each of the 175 variables of the two vectors between any two groups (i.e.
CN versus MCI, CN versus AD, and MCI versus
AD) to determine the significance of each variable
in terms of cl888ifice.tion outcome, and all variables
were thereafter ranked according to their p-valuee. It
should be noted that in the feature selection procedure, the Shapiro-Wilk test was employed for testing
the normality of the shape measures and the average p-value is 0.28, which indicates that the data
are from a normally distributed populatio nUlil &thermore, equal weights a.re assigned to each of the
shape measures so as to eliminate any bias.

2.4.2. Incremental error analysia
In order to maintain only few key variables and
still ensure good classification performance, a.n incremental error analysis was performed to determine
how many of the top-ranked variables ought to be
included in the claBSifierl] In the initial phase, the
proposed GDA-ba.sed classifier only uses the firstranked variable. The error analysis was employed
whereby introducing the next top-ranked variable in
the classifier at ea.ch subsequent phase, and recording the corresponding classification statistics (i.e. Fl
ecore, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive pr~
dictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value
(NPV)), would be compared with the previous phase.
When the performance in terms of its classification
statistics can no longer be improVOO., the optima.I set
of variables is obtained.

2.5. GDA-baeecl classifier
Since there may be as many a.a 175 variables to be
taken into consideration, the classifier must be able
to resolve this high-dimensional cla.ssification pro~
lem. For this reason, and by using GDA, an important supervised machine learning algorithm for such
classification problems, the proposed classifier is able
to solve the boundaries between any two groups (i.e.
CN versus MCI, CN versus AD, and MCI versus
AD). The proposed classification problem can then
be formalized by having the machine learn to distinguish among CN (y = 0), MCI (y = 1), and AD
(y = 2), based on the selected features x E Rn.
Then, given a training set, the proposed algorithm.
can model p(x I11) 1 the condition distribution of the
n-dimensional vector x given y E {O, 1, 2}, assumed
to be distributed according to a multivariate
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Gaussian distribution (or multivariate normal distribution), whose density function is given by

p(x· µ. E) =
' '

1

t

'

where µ. E Rn is the mean vector, E E Rnxn is
the covariance matrix, the same 88 the one used in
other regression analysis methods (e.g. the principal
component analysis), and IEI and E-1 denote the
determinant and inverse matrix of :E, respectively.
Note that n is the dimension of vector x, i.e. the
number of features included in the classifier. After
modelingp(x Iy), the proposed algorithm uses Bayes
rule to derive subsequent distribution on y given x
as follows:

p(y Ix)= p(xly)p(y)
p(x)

(2)

Here, p(y) is the class prior distribution, which could
not be determined when given a certain subject, so
it is assumed to be absolutely random (i.e. for all
i -:f:. j, p(y = i) = p(y = j)). Furthermore, in order
to make a prediction, it is not necessary to calculate
the denominator p(x), since
argma.x.p(ylx)
II

= argma.xp(xly)p(y)
p(x)

II

= a.rgmaxp(xly)p(y).

(3)

II

Therefore, for the purpose of classification, it only
needs

a.rgma.xp(ylx) = a.rgma.xp(xly).
V

~/~~~~~N_e_w_D_a_ta~~~~__,/

(1)

e-i(x-µ)'I'E-l(x-µ}

y'(27r)nlEI

Start

(4)

II

The classifier was applied to ea.ch hemisphere of the
brain (using the two 175-variable vectors), and if
either one of the two sides bad been cl8B8ified to be
positive, the corresponding subject should be positive 88 well.
The performance of the proposed classifier was
measured using the Fl score, acclll'a.cy, sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, and NPV based on a 10-fold crossvalidation process. For selecting the optimal set of
variables, 80% of the noise-free detected subjects'
data was used as the training set in a 10-fold crossvalidation process, which were randomly assigned to
10 subsets do, di , ... , de, so that all subsets were
of equal size. Then one of each of the 10 sets was
retained as the validation dataset, while the remaining nine datasets were used as training data; thus,
every data point was used for both tra.iirlng and

t

Left Decision Space Right Decision Space

Both hemispheres
are Negative
Left or right is positive
Output: CAD Screening Result

End
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the GDA-based dual decision sp~
classification.

validation on ea.ch fold. Once the optimal set of
variables was generated, the classification performance was evaluated by using the remaining 20%
of the noise-free detected subject data points as the
held-out test set.
AB demonstrated in Fig. Ill data of the left and
right hemispheres of the brain were processed separately, which means, for the final classification, each
hemisphere bad its own decision space, and as long 88
one decision space produces the positive result (i.e.
MCI in CN versus MCI, AD in CN versus AD, and
AD in MCI versus AD}, the tested subject iB cl~
sified as such. This innovative process resulted in a
significant improvement of the classification performance 88 demonstrated in the results section, especially for the most challenging classification of CN
versus MCI.

3. Results

In this section, the experimental results of the feature selection process reveal the significance of different ROis in patients for the three classification
types: (1) CN versus MCI; (2) CN versus AD; and
(3) MCI versus AD. Evolution in the statistics during
the incremental error analysis and the classification
performance of the GDA-ba.sed algorithm using the
proposed dual decisional spaces are provided.
3.1. Ranking of the variables
After the noise detection process was applied, nine
subjects were removed because of the noisy data,
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Thble 2. Number of significant variables selected for
each comparison.
CN venrua

CN versus

Groups

MCI

AD

Side of brain

Number of aignificant
(p-va.lue < 0.01)

Left
Right

MCI

memory, to which the disrupted hippocampa.l con,
!El
nectivity has been found in the early stages of AD.
Moreover, in the human brain, all top three-ranked
cortical regions, including the entorhin&I, the middle
temporal, and the inferior temporal are very close to
the hippocampus as shown in Fig. !;Il From Tableral it
also can be observed that for discriminating between
MCI and AD, the significant variables a.re now much
different to others. Hence, for the 10-fold croesvalidation and the incremental error analysis, all
three classifications were trained and validated separately in order to achieve the best performance.

verB1l8

AD
variab~

50

79

51

44

68

41

Now: CN: cognitively normal control, MCI: mild oognitive impairment, AD: Alzheimer's disease.

which included mesaurements with zero values, so
the final data used in the classification experiment
included. 619 individuals, among them, 187 CN, 301
MCI, and 131 AD. AB mentioned. earlier, ANOVA
was performed for CN versus MCI, CN versus AD,
and MCI versus AD using two 175-variable vectors
corresponding to the left and right hemispheres of
the brain. For each group, all variables found at 0.01
level of significance (LOS) out of all 175 'Y'8l'iables
fur each side of the brain (i.e. those variablPB with
p-values lees tha.n 0.01) were used for the classification as shown in Tuble ~
The top 10 ranked variables and their corresponding measurements are given in Table ra1 where it can
be observed that the entorhina.l. cortex is the most
significant (first-ranked) cortical region for discriminating either MCI or AD from CN. This observation is consistent with recent studiPB indicating
that indeed the entorhinal cortex is the 6rst area
to be implicated in AD~ providing credence to
the validity of our feature selection method. Moreover, the entorhinal. cortex has been proven to be a
major source of projections to the hippocampus ~
which plays an important role in converting shortterm memory (also known as working memory) to
long-term memory. Interestingly, for discriminating
MCI from AD, the entorhinal. cortex is relegated to
the second top-ranked region.
Although the hippocampus area does not appear
to be of higher significance than the entorhinal cortex in the feature selection process, it could still serve
as an explanation for the symptom of AD in that
the short-term memory 1088 occurs earlier than the
long-term memory 1088. Since, at the very beginning,
direct connections to the hippocampus seem to have
been affected., the second top-ranked cortical region,
the middle temporal, is also critical for long-term

3.2.

Optimal sets of variablu

To generate the optimal set of variables, in the
10-fold croes-validation, the aforementioned 803 of
the noise-free detected data points included 500 individuals (150 CN, 240 MCI, and 110 AD), where all
numbers were rounded to the nearest number divi.sible by 10 for the 10-fold cross-validation of the noise.
free detected subjects included in thls study (Le.
619 = 187 CN + 301 MCI+ 131 AD).
The purpose of applying the incremental. error
analysis was to obtain the best classification performance with the optimal number of variables (i.e.
the number of dimensions in the decisional spaces).
Fbr ea.ch hemisphere, some classification statistics
are illustrated in Fig. [!ll where the horizontal axis
indicates the number of significant variables included
in each iteration.
In the 10-fold cros&-validation and in the subsequent true test, four important para.meters were
computed, including the number of True Positives
(TP) (i.e. the correctly classified. positive subjects),
the number of True Negatives (TN) (i.e. the correctly cl888ified negative subjects), the number of
F&lse Positive (FP) (i.e. the negative subjects incorrectly cl!l88ified as positive), and the number of False
Negative (FN) (i.e. the positive subjects incorrectly
classified as negative). Fbr evaluating the classifica.tion performance, the following commonly used measures a.re computed for determining accuracy @ ,
sensitivity 42), specificity ffi, PPV 08), and NPV
@:
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TP+TN
Accuracy = TP + FP +TN+ FN '
TP
Sensitivity = TP + FN I

(S)
(6)

Table 3. Thp-10 significant variables fur~ comparison.
Groups
Side of brain
Left

Ra.uk
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

,_.

~

8

I-'

":"

""'

CN versus MCI

Right

1
2

3
4
5
6
1

8
9
10

CN versus.AD

MCI versus AD

Measurements

p-value

Measurements

p-value

Measurements

p-value

Thiclmf!6S of entorhinal
Curvature of entorhinal
Thickness of middle temporal
Thickness of inferior temporal
Curvature of middle temporal
Thickness of fu.si.furm
Curvature of in.sol&
Curvature of parahippocampal
Curvature of inferior temporal
Thickness of superior temporal

<10-17
<lo-1a
<10-12
<10-10
<10-9
<10-8
<10-8
<10-8
<10-8
<10- 6

Thickness of entorhinal
Curvature of entorhinal
Thickness of middle temporal
Thickness of inferior temporal
Curvature of middle temporal
Thickness of inferior parietal
Curvature of inferior temporal
Thickness of fusiform
Curvature of parahippocampal
Curvature of inferior parietal

<lo-36
<10-2s
<10- 24
<10-22
<10-21
<10-18
<10-16
<to-16
<10- 15
<10-14

Thickness of inferior parietal
Thickness of entorhinal
Thickness of middle temporal
Thickness of inferior temporal
Volume of inferior parietal
Curvature of middle temporal
Curvature of inferior parietal
Volume of inferior temporal
Curvature of entorhinal
Volume of middle temporal

<10-8
<10-7
<10-6
<10-6
<10-6
<10-6
<10-6
<10-6
<10- 6
<10-0

Thickness of entorhin.al
Thickness of middle temporal
Thickness of fusiform
Curvature of middle temporal
Curvature of superior temporal
Curvature of entorhinal
Curvature of fusiform
Thickness of superior frontal
Thickness of inferior temporal.
Curvature of superior frontal

<10-13
<10- 10
<10- 10
<10-8
<10-8
<10-8
<10-8
<10-7'
<I0-7'
<10-7'

Thiclmess of entorhinal
Thickneea of middle temporal
Curvature of middle temporal
Curvature of entorhinal
Thicknees of inferior parietal.
Curvature of inferior temporal
Thickness of inferior temporal
Thickness of fusiform
Curvature of inferior parietal
Curvature of fusiform

<10-31
<10-26
<10-22
<10-21
<10-18
<10-18
<10-11
<10-17
<10-16
<10-16

Curvature of middle temporal
Thickneea of entorhina.l
Thickness of middle temporal
Volume of inferior parietal
Curvature of inferior temporal
Curvature of entorhinal
Thickness of inferior parietal
Volume of middle temporal
Volume of inferior temporal
Thickness of inferior temporal

<10-8
<10-8
<10-7
<10-6
<10-6
<10-6
<10-6
<10-0
<10-6
<10-6

C':l

~

l

~

[

Noks: CN: oognitively normal control, MCI: mild ooguitive impairment, AD: Alzheimer's disease.
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e - Hippocampus
- Entorhinal
• - Middle temporal
• - Inferior temporal
Fig. 3. Relative location of hippoca.mpus e.nd. the top-three-ranked cortical regions (visualized with the BrainNet

Vieweli§J) .
S

·n.city =

TN
TN + FP'

(7)

TP
PPV= TP+FP'

(8)

TN
NPV= TN+FN

(9)

peel

But due to the effect of imbalanced data, and as
a clinical application, the classification performance
was not only measured by the accuracy, which actually relies more on the sensitivity or recall and the
PPV or precision, but a.I.so by using the Fl score, as
expressed below, in order to select the optimal sets
of variables,

Fl = 2 x Sensitivity x PPV
Sensitivity+ PPV

=

2TP
2TP + FP + FN.
(10)

Al!. the harmonic mean ofsensitivity and PPV, the Fl
score or ba.l.a.nced F-score is the widely used measure
of performance in statistical analysis of binary classification. For the incremental error analysis (IEA),

the set with the highest Fl score was selected, when
several sets had the same Fl score, the one with the
highest accuracy was chosen, then if still multiple
choicea were found, the one having the minimum size
was finally selected.
Al!. demonstrated in Fig. II(a), for either one of the
two hemispheres of the brain, the classification performance for CN versus MCI yielded better than the
average results obtained from other studies reported
in Ref. Ill where the sensitivity is 78.753 and 77.503
for each decision space (i.e. each hemisphere), respectively. After combining the results of the two decisional spaces together and implementing the incrementa.I. error a.na.l.ysis again, the evolution of the Fl
soore is as illustrated in Fig. [fil
It can be observed that the final optima.I. sets
are different from the ones obtained for each hemisphere before combining the two decision spaces
together. For all comparisons, the performance wes
improved significantly as shown in Table ~ Mo~
over, for the most <liffi.cult two groups to delineate,
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Fig. 4.

Incremsntal error analysis performance of classification statistics (a) CN versus MCI, (b) CN versus AD, and (c)
MCI versus AD.

CN versus MCI, significant enhancements in classification statistics were achieved, including an increase
in Fl score average from 73.82% to 92.08% and
increments of 24.373 for accuracy, 13.96% for sensitivity, 41.00% for specificity, 22.11% for PPV, and
30.37% for NPV, respectively. Compared to the more
recently reported cross-validation performances of
some of the state-of-the-a.rt- approaches ,lzlM 1zn 3!29!4<i l
the propoaed study achieves rem.ark.able improvements in performance, especially in delineating MCI
from CN, even when MRI is the only modality used
for this study. Al!, shown in Tuble lfil except for

the specificity of the CN versus MCI classification
and the sensitivity of the MCI versus AD classification, the proposed method yielded the best crossvalidation performance in a comparative assessment
to all other methods.

3.3.

ClaBsifica.tion performance

In order to obtain a reliable measure of the classification performance, the rema.infog 20% of the noisefree detected data points were used as the held-out
test data (37 CN, 61 MCI, and 21 AD) using the
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CNvs. MCI

obtained optimal sets of variables. The remits are
presented in Ta.blelID Although the classification performance was not as good as that obtained in the
10-fold cross validation, the results are still better
than sta.te-of-the-art-8.lgorithm reviewed in Ref.
and the recently proposed. state-of-the-art approach.
in Ref. II2l as shown in Table IT! Since not all studies implemented the held-out data true test, only the
results from Refs. @! and ITI)were considered for comparison to our proposed method, which also used
ADNI data. For discriminating AD from CN, the
proposed GDA-based algorithm achieved an accuracy of 93.103, sensitivity of 90.483, specificity of
94.593, PPV of 90.483, and NPV of 94.593; these
results for these two groups were expected. But more
importantly, an accuracy of 80.613, sensitivity of
81.973, specificity of 78.383, PPV of 86.213, and
NPV of 72.503 were obtained for discriminating
MCI from CNi these result.a are considered as the
best classification performance obtained so far using
the GDA method.

X: 5
Y- 44

0.95

Z: 0.9208
0.9

rn

0.85
0.8
0.75 .
50

Left h emisphere lap.ranked variables
R ight h emisphere top -ranked variables

(a)
CN VS . AD
X: 10

Y: 44
Z: 0.9589

0.9

;.

0.8
0.7

4. Discussion

0.6

The merits of the proposed GDA-based dual decision
space algorithm not only reflected the good classification performance it achieved, but also the strategic way it looked at the two hemispheres of the
bra.in separately. The classification was performed
using two decision spaces (i.e. the left and right
hemispheres of the brain), respectively, then as long
as one of them produces a positive result (MCI or
AD), the given subject is classified as a. positive one.
Since the boundaries have been obtained, it would
be very effective to classify a subject. A normality test was conducted, which proved that the original data were normally distributed; therefore, GDA
was the method of choice used as a more efficient
way to address the anticipated nonlinear boundaries
between the different groups (CN, MCI and AD).
Empirical evaluatioDB demonstrated that the proposed GDA-based algorithm, as illustrated in Fig. ffil
proved to be easier for implementation and provided better results than logistic regression and SVM
with Gaussian or RBF kernel. And taking advantage
of the covariance matrix, the correlation of different variables is ta.ken into account by the proposed
GOA-based classifier, which is deemed essentially
important and often ignored in some probabilistic
classification a.lgorithms like Naive Bayes.

0.5
0

80

80

Left hem sphere top-ranked variables
R ight h emisphere top-ranked variables

(b)
CN VS . AD
X: 10
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Fig. 5. Incremental error analysis performance of Fl
score (a.) CN versus MCI, (b) CN versus AD, and (c)
MCI versus AD.
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Table 4. Summary of 10-fold cross validation performance improved after combining the dual decision spaces.
Groups

CN versus MCI
Left

Right

Comb.

Left

Right

Comb.

Left

Right

Comb.

F13
ACC%
SEN%
SPE%
PPV3
NPV%

73.83
65.64
78.75
44.67
69.49
56.78

73.81
66.15
77.50
48.00
70.45
57.14

92.08
90.26
92.08
87.33
92.08
87.33

82.03
85.00
80.91
88.00
83.18
86.27

83.18
86.15
80.91
90.00
85.58
86.54

95.89
96.54
95.45
97.33
96.33
96.69

56.59
68.00
66.36
68.75
49.32
81.68

55.00
69.14
60.00
73.33
50.77
80.00

81.41
89.43
73.64
96.67
91.01
88.89

36

34

1:5
R: 44

6

5

L: 10
R:44

2

2

L: 48
R:4

Table 5.

...
...
...,_.

g

MCI versus AD

Decision space

Number of the
optimal variables

§l

CN versus AD

Group
references

Modalities

Classifier

MRI

SRC

MR!

SVM

MRl+PET

SVM

MRl+PET+
CSF + Genetic
MR!

RF

Comparison of cross validation performw:ice with some recent studies.
Source of data
(CN+MCI+AD)

CN versus MCI

CNversusAD

MCI versus AD

ACC%

SEN%

SPE3

ACC%

SEN%

SPE%

87.85

85.26

90.40

90.80

86.32

94.76

81.89

82.61

81.62

88.49

91.27

85.11

82.13

87.68

71.54

95.92

94.71

97.12

79.50

85.10

67.10

91.80

88.90

94.70

79.00

82.00

76.00

89.00

92.00

86.00

ACC%

SEN%

SPE%

85.41

87.03

83.78

~

Liu et

a111!

Khedher et

a1!BJ

Ye et al~
'lbng et alp:ll

Khedher et al~

SVM

Ortiz et al!E

MRI

DBN

Proposed study

MRI

GDA

ADNJ
(229 + 225 + 198)
ADNl
(229 + 401 + 188)
ADNJ
(52 + 99 + 51)
ADNJ
(35+75+37)
ADNI
(-)
ADNJ
(-)
ADNJ
(190 + 305 + 133)

83.00

90.28

92.08

87.33

90.00

96.54

95.45

91.33

-

-

-

C':l

~

l
85.00
84.00

89.64

85.00

84.29

86.00

90.81

Notu: CN: cognitively normal control, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, AD: Alzheimer's disease, Comb.: combining left and right, ACC: accuracy, SEN:
seDBitivity, SPE: specificity, PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value.
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Table 6. Summary of the proposed GDA-based dual high-dimensional decision spaces classification performance.
Groups

...
...
...,.,,

CN versus MCI

CN versus AD

MCI versus AD

Decision space

Left

Right

Comb.

Left

Right

Comb.

Left

Right

Comb.

ACC3
SEN3
SPE3
PPV3
NPV3

55.10
73.77
24.32
61.64
36.00

52.04
65.57
29.73
60.61
34.38

80.61
81.97
78.38
86.21
72.50

75.86

70.69
66.67
72.94
58.33
79.41

93.10
90.48
94.59
90.48
94.59

65.85
42.86
73.77
36.00
78.95

67.rYT
38.10
77.05
36.36
78.33

85.37
52.38
96.72
84.62
85.51

n.43

78.38
65.22
82.86

§l
g

Table 7.

~

Group
references
Cuingnet et at!II
Aidoa et at!ill
Proposed study

Comparison of cl81J3ification performance with other studies using true test with held-out data.

CN versus MCI
Modalities

Classifier

ACC3

MIU
PET

SVM
SVM

MRI

GDA

CN versus AD

SEN3

SPE3

PPV%

NPV3

ACC%

73.00
54.70

74.00
69.20

56.00

61.90

86.00
-

80-61

81.97

78.38

86.21

72.50

-

-

SEN3

SPE%

PPV%

NPV%

82.00
76.90

89.00
91.90

86.00

86.00

84.40

93.10

90-48

94.59

90.48

94.59

-

Not.es: CN: cognitively normal control, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, AD: Alzheimer's disease, Comb.: combining left and right, ACC:
accuracy, SEN: sensitivity, SPE: specificity, PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value.
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Fig. 6. The GDA-based dual high-dimensional. decision spaces for CN, MCI, and AD with top-two ra.nlmd features (a.)
Multivariate Gaussian distribution, and (b) Classification boUlldaries of GDA-based dual decision spaces.

It ought to be noted that in this study, the classification performance has been improved significantly
by using only structural MRI data. Evidently, there
a.re many other sensitive bioma.rkera including PET,
CSF, EEG, among others, and some cognitive markers like failure to recover from proactive interference
(frPSI) !1ZI that could be integrated in the proposed
analysis that made use of only MRI measurements.
In a multim.odal neuroimaging approach, diagnosis, prediction and cl888ili.cation of AD are all processes that would be greatly enhanced, with a focus
placed on the early det.ection of the MCI stage and
hence timely planning of therapeutic interventioDB
a.nd treatment.Im
So far, most of the current investigations assumed
only binary or two-way classification, where validation experiments were based on two-group comparisons, i.e. CN versus MCI, CN versus AD, and

MCI versus AD. Such binary classifications limit the
clinical diagnosis for a. given patient, which could
belong in any of the three groups. In those threewa.y claasification studies, the performance is still
not sufficient, which can achieve the overall accuracy
around 603.13 The proposed algorithm is not able
to implement three-way classification yet, therefore,
more efforts and further investigations need to be
concentrated on the multi-modal multi-cla.ss classification of different stages of AD for our future work.

5. Conclusion
This study proposed GDA-based dual highdimensional decision spaces for the diagnosis of MCI
in AD using structural MRI data as the unique input.
The feature selection in this study demonstrates that
the entorhinal cortex is the most sigmfica.nt cortical
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region for distinguishing CN from MCI and more evidently for AD, which is consistent with recent studies that concluded that the entorhinal cortex, deep
in the brain, is the first area to be implicated in AD.
As a clinical application, when selecting the optimal sets of variables, the classification performance
is measured by the Fl score instead of the accuracy in
consideration of the imbalanced data. Another major
contribution of this study is that by performing the
feature selection and training process to both left
and right hemispheres of the brain separately, then
generating dual decision spaces instead of typically
using only one decision space, the classification performance is shown to improve significantly.
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